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Final Records of the Sambe Language of Central Nigeria:
Phonology, Noun Morphology, and Wordlist
Roger Blench
Kay Williamson Educational Foundation
This paper presents all the available data on the Sambe language [xab], formerly spoken
in a remote area of Central Nigeria. Two ﬁeld trips were made, in 2001 and 2005, and
a substantial wordlist was collected. By 2005, the two remaining informants were very
old and it is presumed Sambe is no longer spoken. The speakers still retain their ethnic
identity but today speak a dialect of Ninzo. Sambe is part of the little-known Alumic
group of languages and its closest relative is Hasha. Alumic in turn is one subgroup
of Plateau, itself a branch of Benue-Congo and thus part of Niger-Congo. Sambe has
an extremely rich phonological inventory. Fossil preﬁxes show that it had a system
of nominal afﬁxing until recently, but this had become unproductive by the time the
language was recorded.
1. INTRODUCTION. The material presented in this paper is a record of all the data that is
likely to become available about the Sambe [xab] language, spoken in Sambe village in
Kaduna State, Nigeria. The language was discovered by chance as part of a language survey
in 2001 and is not mentioned in the last major overview of Nigerian languages (Crozier
& Blench 1992). Roger Blench collected a preliminary wordlist with the assistance of
Barau Kato from Atsar Musha and group of villagers in Sambe on the 11th of February
2001. Barau Kato returned to Sambe in August 2005 and completed the list with the two
remaining speakers.1 Regrettably, a digital recorder was not available on either occasion,
so the transcriptions were written down by ear and must be regarded as preliminary. We had
hoped to return to Sambe to try and re-record the data, but the security situation in Nigeria
has deteriorated to such an extent that this has not been practical. As there were only two
aged speakers in 2005, Sambe is likely to be extinct. For this reason, the paper presents
everything we recorded on Sambe, together with a tentative phonology and proposals on
the shape of the noun-class afﬁx system, which must have already fossilized. Occasionally
the speakers gave different forms between the two visits, usually phonological variants but
sometimes quite different words; these are noted in the appended wordlist.
2. LOCATION, HISTORY, AND SOCIOLINGUISTIC SITUATION
2.1 NOMENCLATURE, LOCATION, AND SETTLEMENTS. In 2005, Sambe was spoken in a
single village, Sambe, situated some 10 km. west of the town of Agameti, on the Fadan
Karshe-Wamba road. It was apparently formerly spoken at the settlements of Unguwar
1My particular thanks to the late Barau Kato (†), my assistant on many language survey expeditions, who died of
kidney failure in January 2015.
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Gogo, Àlàn, Tèlèkpɔ, Gbàtar, Ungwan Tukura, Ungwan Madaki, Ungwan Galadima, and
Ungwan Sarki. Figure 1 shows the location of Sambe and Hasha, its closest relative, as well
as the other Alumic languages, Toro, and Alumu. The name of the language and people,
as well as the settlement where they live appears to be Sambe; we were unable to clarify
this issue further. Sambe and all these other settlements speak a dialect of Ninzo at present.
The yellow zone shows the presumed area where Sambe was formerly spoken; none of the
named settlements, which may be tiny hamlets, appear on any published map.
Figure 1. Location of Sambe and Hasha settlements
2.2 LANGUAGE STATUS. In 2001, six people spoke Sambe: three men and three women.
All of these people were extremely aged and the principal informant was said to be over
90 years old. Although recall of the language was good and it was apparently still spoken
between these individuals, Ninzo was the usual language for communication with the rest
of the village. Many other people of a slightly younger age had some knowledge of the
language and could produce isolated words, but were apparently never ﬂuent speakers. By
2005, however, Sambe was only spoken by two people, Atsar Amúsha, a man said to be
ninety years old, and his wife, Àkutá Àbɔ, said to be eighty-ﬁve. Musa Jibrin, the Dakachin
Sambe, aged 65, and Ammanual Madaki, the Village Head, assisted with isolated words.
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Sambe has given way to Ninzo and is effectively moribund; it is almost certainly no longer
spoken.
Sambe is not closely related to Ninzo and it is an intriguing question as to why it has
given way to another minority language. Ninzo speakers are more numerous, but even so
there are unlikely to be more than 20–30,000. However, the Ninzo people are very cultur-
ally coherent and in recent times have enthusiastically taken to a literacy program. Their
chiefs are relatively inﬂuential and they have a well-educated diaspora, thus it seems the
Sambe fell under their cultural dominance. Interestingly, Sambe has very few Ninzo loan-
words, suggesting that it did not borrow intensively from the language displacing it, nor
from Hausa, which is often the language of wider communication responsible for language
erosion in the Nigerian Middle Belt (Blench 1998). However, Hausa is associated with Is-
lam and trade, whereas the Ninzo and Sambe are either traditionalists or Christians. More-
over, their villages are far from the main arteries of commerce. So Hausaization seems to
have played no role in the loss of Sambe. This case represents an interesting example of
how one minority language can displace another.
2.3 CLASSIFICATION. Sambe is not listed as a separate language in any inventory of Nige-
rian languages, although it has appeared as a dialect of Ninzo [=Ninzam], for example, in
previous editions of the Ethnologue. Based on information supplied by the present author
it is now listed in the eighteenth edition as a distinct language with the code xab (Lewis
et al. 2015). Sambe is not a dialect of Ninzo and its exact afﬁliation was hard to detect
with the short list available in 2001. However, with more data, it is now possible to see
that its closest relative is Hasha [=Yashi] and the Alumic languages Təsu and Toro. The
Alumic languages are one of the ten subgroups of Plateau, itself part of the Benue-Congo
languages, which in turn are a major branch of the Niger-Congo phylum. Figure 2 shows a
proposed classiﬁcation of Benue-Congo and the place of Plateau within it, based on Blench
(2000, in press).
Figure 2. Benue-Congo languages: proposed classiﬁcation
§5 discusses the evidence for placing Sambe within the Alumic group in more detail.
3. PHONOLOGY. The phonology of Sambe is based on the two wordlists and should there-
fore be regarded as tentative. In particular the informants’ tone was somewhat unstable and
no conclusions should be drawn from the tone, which was marked as heard.
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3.1 VOWELS. Sambe probably has eight phonemic vowels:
Front Central Back
Close i u
Close-Mid e ə o
Open-Mid ɛ ɔ
Open a
A single nasalized vowel was recorded, /ɔ/̃, in roots referring to ‘hill, mountain’. As it
is persistent across a variety of compounds, it appears to be contrastive with the sequence
ɔ + n. For examples, see the data below.
hill, mountain (u)gɔ̃ bull làndun gɔn
yam-heap búbwágɔ̃ hare ŋwɔn
lake, pond àrìgɔ̃
Nonetheless, it is remarkable that nasalized vowels are not more common in the lan-
guage. /ɔ/̃ in Sambe corresponds to -on sequences in other languages and this is may be an
example of incipient language change.










Plosive p b t d ʧ ʤ k g kp gb
Nasal m n ŋ
Trill r
Tap ɽ
Fricative f v s z ʃ h
Approximant j w
Lateral l
The voiced labial-palatal approximant /ɥ/ also occurs in the data, and this is a common
sound in Plateau languages in this region. /ʒ/ does not appear to be a separate phoneme,
but was heard in free variation with /ʤ/. For example ‘root’ /ʒèʒe/ was also recorded as
“ʤíʤì”.
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The occurrence of /ɽ/ only before –u does make it appear to be either conditioned or
in free variation. Certainly the alternate for ‘sun’ ùrùŋ is not retroﬂex. However,since ru-
sequences occur several times in the data, for example, rusù ‘rope’, /ɽ/ can probably be
considered contrastive.
Sambe has a wide variety of modiﬁcations permitted on consonants, making a poten-
tially very large contrastive set in C1 position. Sambe permits labialization, palatalization,
labial-palatals, and combinations with laterals and rhotics.
3.2.1 LABIALIZATION. Sambe permits most consonants to be labialized in stem-initial po-
sition. Table 1 shows all the labialized consonants in Sambe so far recorded.









kwa bark (of tree)
ŋgwà cock
ŋwɔn hare




Sequences that contrast /kp/ and /kpw/ are globally rare and have not been reported in
West Africa, although they occur in the Oceanic language Dorig. Surprisingly, in Sambe
the following words seem to form a minimal pair.
kpùkpwɛ̀ cough
kəḱpɛ choose
3.2.2 PALATALIZATION. Palatalization is far less common than labialization. Table 2 shows
all the palatalized consonants recorded in Sambe;
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3.2.3 LABIAL-PALATALS. The labial approximant /ɥ/ can stand on its own
ɥá cut in two
ɥélyo kill
ɥèn shake






As with many Plateau languages, most consonants can be combined with -r (Table 3).











Clusters with -l are less common, but /l/ is still clearly contrastive (Table 4).
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klɔ̀ handle (of tool)
ìglá adze
kpla uproot (tuber)
3.2.4 HOMORGANIC NASALS. Sambe has homorganic nasals as well as sequences of nasal
+ consonant at the beginning of words. These are conditioned as follows.




However, the data is not entirely consistent as;
ŋl̀ɛ̀ open
seems to be possible and is contrastive with mlànà.
/ŋ-/ usually occurs before velars.
ŋgbá ʃì leaf
ŋgwà cock
But, ŋ- would be expected in:
mkpâs black sesame
/n-/ occurs before all other consonants.
njînjɛh̀un vervet monkey
ntùmà sheep
Many Nigerian languages have a contrast between tone-bearing and non-tone-bearing
initial nasal consonants and this was probably the case for Sambe. Tarok, for example,
another Plateau language spoken east of Sambe, contrasts n.g, ŋ.g and ŋ in initial position
(Longtau 1993). In the ﬁrst two sequences, the nasal bears a tone independent of the stem
tone following the velar.
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kumpkpa electric ﬁsh






3.3 TONES. Sambe was transcribed with three level tones and a rising and falling tone.






Vowels without tones marked are therefore mid. Initial nasals, such as m- may or may
not be tone-bearing. The tone, which is always low, is marked where it was heard. There
was some variation in tone between the two sessions, so the tones cannot be considered
wholly reliable.
4. MORPHOLOGY
4.1 SYLLABLE STRUCTURE. Syllables in Sambe are typically V, CV, or CVC. In CVC syl-
lables, C2 is almost always a sonorant: /r/, /l/ or /n/. /r/ and /n/ are common, but ﬁnal -l only
occurs in these two examples.
àntal beard
hwìl traditional soap




This suggests that they are allomorphs of syllable-ﬁnal -n, homorganic with the consonant
that follows. There is a single word with ﬁnal -k:
tùtùrùk thorn
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As cognate words in neighboring languages invariably have ﬁnal -k (see data table) it is
possible this is a borrowing.
Reduplication in Sambe is a fairly common process. Table 15 gives examples of redu-
plication in nouns that appears to be a reﬂection of a number-marking strategy, but as Table
5 shows, reduplication is found in different parts of speech, including the numeral ‘one’,
where it evidently cannot mark plurality.







Three of the six pronouns are reduplicated, and all have the same High-Mid tone pattern;
I mími cf. Hasha mi,
You núnu cf. Hasha nu,
You pl. híhin
As the Hasha cognates show, this is something distinctive to Sambe, and very unusual in
the broader context of Plateau.
4.2 NOMINAL MORPHOLOGY. Sambe nouns are typically ((C)V).CV(N)(CV) where the
preﬁx is the noun-class marker characteristic of Benue-Congo and indeed many branches of
Niger-Congo. Plateau noun stems are typically CV or CVCV. Sambe no longer has a func-
tioning noun-class afﬁx system, perhaps a consequence of the switch to Ninzo. However, it
clearly existed until recently and many words were cited with fossil preﬁxes. Indeed, some-
times a word would be cited in one elicitation with the preﬁx and again without it, showing
the language in transition prior to its inevitable death. Cognates in Hasha, the language
closest to Sambe, provide evidence for preﬁxes that have disappeared. For example;
tooth nyínâ cf. Hasha i-nyinaŋ
tongue lɛmɛ cf. Hasha i-rim
throat, neck kɔr̀ cf. Hasha i-kɔr
Hasha itself has a very reduced preﬁx system, whereas the fossil preﬁxes of Sambe are
quite varied, suggesting that Sambe can also be used to uncover the language history of
Hasha.
The most common fossil preﬁx in Sambe is kV- (Table 6). This is interpreted as an
underspeciﬁed or ‘hollow’ vowel rather than a quartet of distinct preﬁxes, since similar
phenomena have been recorded for related languages. In Boze, for example, spoken north
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of Sambe, this shows concord with the stem vowel, but this does not seem to have been the
case with Sambe.
Table 6. kV- fossil preﬁxes in Sambe
Prefix Attestation Gloss
ka- kàjese basket








Table 7 shows words with a bV- fossil preﬁx;
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Table 8 shows words with a tV- fossil preﬁx;








Apart from CV- preﬁxes, Sambe probably had an array of V- preﬁxes. The most likely
plural preﬁx is a- (Table 9), attested as a generalized plural in many other Plateau languages
(Blench in press).
Table 9. a- fossil preﬁxes in Sambe
Prefix Attestation Gloss





Table 10 shows examples of i- fossil preﬁxes in Sambe. The low tone suggests this was
probably a singular preﬁx.
Table 10. i- fossil preﬁxes in Sambe
Prefix Attestation Gloss




It is almost certain that a word such as kwîmu ‘corpse’, originally had an i- preﬁx which
was incorporated rightwards into the stem, possibly initially as a palatal. External cognates
of the root always have a back vowel in the stem, and Hasha, Sambe’s closest relative, also
has an i- preﬁx. Thus;
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corpse kwîmu cf. Hasha i-kum, Eggon okomo, Kulu ukum, Mambila kómɔ́n
Sambe also seems to have had an u- preﬁx, with a possible allomorph wu- (Table 11, Table
12);
Table 11. u- fossil preﬁxes in Sambe
Prefix Attestation Gloss
u- ùwrɛ̀ hole in ground
ùtù chief
(u)gɔ̃ hill
ùrùŋ or ɽù sun





In addition to the CV- preﬁxes, Sambe has a number of nouns with homorganic nasals
in initial position, which may well have also been part of the nominal afﬁx system. The
bilabial nasal m- is most common (Table 13), with a few examples of ǹ- and ŋ̀- (Table 14).











2(Calotropis procera; In Hausa: tumfaﬁya)
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Most of these bear a distinct tone, but mgbə́mgbyɛ̌ ‘mason wasp’ and mpwě ‘pot’ do
not. Either this is because they have a different origin from the Τ- preﬁxes and were not
originally preﬁxes, or the tone has moved right into the stem, as is suggested by the rising
tones on the stem vowels. Apart from Τkpúrú ‘horn’ the remainder all obey the constraints
on homorganic nasals and can be regarded as allomorphs of a single preﬁx. It may well be
Τkpúrú is a misremembered form.
Other V- preﬁxes are too rare to be sure of their status;
èwa meat
ówa dog
A small number of Sambe words show preﬁxes formed by reduplication of the ﬁrst
CV- syllable. This is a scattered but inconsistent number-marking strategy found widely
in Plateau, and systematically in Hasha, the closest relative of Sambe (Blench in press).
However, Sambe does not generally have the same reduplications as Hasha, suggesting this
operation has been applied subsequent to their divergence. Table 15 shows the words with
reduplicated CV- preﬁxes identiﬁed in Sambe.
In Table 15, àtítɔ̀ ‘thief’, cognate with Hasha ì-tyòk, is particularly interesting since it
seems to have initially reduplicated the ﬁrst syllable of the stem and then added a V- preﬁx
subsequently.
5. THE CLASSIFICATION OF SAMBE
5.1 SAMBE AND HASHA. Sambe is a Plateau language (see §2.3) and it closest relative is
Hasha, which is spoken in several villages east of Agameti. However, Sambe and Hasha
are not close, Hasha having developed an unusual preﬁxing system under the inﬂuence of
its Chadic neighbors. Some of the more transparent common glosses are shown in Table
16. Many more examples are to be found in the appended comparative wordlist. I have
included those words that are not simply common Benue-Congo or Plateau forms, which
makes the case for a relationship between Hasha and Sambe more solid.
5.2 SAMBE AND ALUMIC. The external cognates show that the languages closest to Sambe
and Hasha, are Arum-Təsu and Toro, constituting Alumic. Table 17 shows a sample of
common glosses in the Alumic languages which point to their common origin.
Words like ‘moon’ are of particular interest since this root apparently has no external
cognates and is thus likely to deﬁne the group. The labialization present in Hasha nwar
points to an initial u- preﬁx, deleted in the other languages.
The likely internal structure of the Alumic group is shown in Figure 3.
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Table 16. Sambe-Hasha isoglosses
Gloss Sambe Hasha
grass (generic) tútù i-tus pl. tu-tus
sand kucúcwé ? ʤú-ʤùk
rain, cloud ɥà àfan








medicine (generic) ʃìn i-ʃir
6. CONCLUSIONS. The paper presents all the data likely to be recorded for the Sambe lan-
guage. Samba is quite distinct from its nearest neighbor, Hasha, and provides considerable
insights into the morphological complexity of Plateau languages in this region, as well as
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Table 17. Sambe-Hasha isoglosses
Gloss Sambe Hasha Təsu Toro
moon/month nàr nwar nàrà nara
leaf ŋgbá ʃì í-íʃì ə-̀ʃú asu
thorn tùtùrùk i-tyok pl. tu-tok àtɔt̀ɔ̀ –
dust kùhwər iwur huru huru
hill, mountain (u)gɔ̃ i-gon – a-koŋgoro
compound kàɥi afe n-gbáɥya afyá
Figure 3. The relation of Sambe to Hasha and the Alumic languages
being a representative of an otherwise unknown group. Further morphological work on the
other languages within Alumic may well clarify their relations with Sambe.
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APPENDIX 1. THE SAMBE DIASPORA. One consequence of posting the earlier Sambe wordlist
on the internet was to spark interest from the Sambe community. I was delighted to receive
the following email.
Dear Mr Blench,
Greetings to you from Yola, Adamawa state in Nigeria.
I was randomly searching the web and incidentally stumbled upon your paper
on the Sambe language. I am from there, well my father is from there. That
is our family name, Sambe. I don’t speak the language and I do not think my
father does too. My sisters and I bear names which I believe are originally
Sambe names, we do not know what do the names mean. Mine is Utso and my
sisters’ Adze and Akuta.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Martha. L. Sambe
I hope this more complete write-up contributes to the maintenance of identity among the
Sambe community.
APPENDIX 2. ANNOTATED SAMBE WORDLIST. NB. Comparative material in this wordlist




De Wolf (1971) Benue-Congo
Guthrie (1967-73) Bantu




Williamson & Shimizu (1968) Benue-Congo
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No. Gloss Singular Commentar൰ & Comparisons
1. Tree (generic) ùhunu cf. Ndun uhwɔn. Probably a weakening
of widespread #-ko(n) roots, including
Hasah iko.
2. Leaf ŋgbá ʃì cf. Alumu ə̀-ʃú, Toro asu, Hasha í-íʃì
3. Root ʒèʒe Also recorded asʤíʤì
4. Branch nà wɔ́ni
5. Bark (of tree) kwa cf. Hasha kwaʃan
6. Thorn tùtùrùk cf. Təsu àtɔ̀tɔ̀, Ningye ntu, Hasha i-tyok
pl. tu-tok
also ncɔ́
7. Grass (generic) tútù cf. Hasha i-tus pl. tu-tus
also viyɛ
8. Vine (generic) ŋguŋgwə̀n
9. Mushroom jujúən
10. Seed/stone/pip ntsú
11. Charcoal mbrǐ cf. Toro ìʃ ìbini. The first element may be
the widespread iʃi root for fire and the
-bini element for charcoal. If so, there
are scattered cognates; Mada n-klambri,
Kohumono è-pìne, Bekwara à-bi, Yala
íbì, Degema ìbí
12. Dust kùhwər cf. Alumu huru+, Toro huru+, Bu iwuru,
Hasha iwur




17. Dew kamě cf. Təsu ímé, Hasha émé, Ningyemmeŋ,
Ayu ìméŋ, Rukulmmaŋ, Tarok ìmìmyàŋ,
Yaŋkammyaŋ, Niger-Congo root #me-
18. Stone kətitá cf. Təsu ìtre, Toro tari, reflecting
widespread Niger-Congo #-ta- root
19. Sand kucúcwé ? cf. Hashaʤú-ʤùk
also yùʃin
20. Smoke ʧuʧwɛ̀ cf. Hasha ìʃwe
21. Fire kèlán cf. Hasha í-kàra, Toro ʃara, Alumu ìʃìra
22. Water àrì
23. Rain, cloud ɥà cf. Hasha àfan
24. Lightning kaŋlyɛ̀
25. Rainy Season kuʃà cf. Hasha ìkus
26. Dry season ɥa ka kpâ ba
Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
No. Gloss Singular Commentar൰ & Comparisons
27. Harmattan ʃ ìʃ ìn
28. Year kèkúsù cf. Hasha i-kusan, Təsu huʃí, Ce kI-kUs+,
29. Today búrùmi
30. Yesterday yâle cf. ‘evening’
also Evening yâle cf. ‘yesterday’. cf. Hasha a-yere
31. Tomorrow hǐnmi cf. Hasha a-hyimiŋ,
also Morning hǐnmi
32. Dawn hînmi ka ŋâr
33. Day hǐnmi
34. Night kècu kàtìbá
35. Moon/month nàr cf. Hasha nwar, Alumu nara, Toro nara,
36. Sun ùrùŋ or ɽù
37. Star(s) cìntsɔ́
38. Wind (ù)mɛ́ cf. Hasha i-mem,
39. God ɽù Same word as ‘sun’
40. Sky mèbè kpa kú
ɽû
41. World kpũ nà mla
42. Ground ahúhwàbíti
43. Large River (ù)kwárágɔ́̃ also kúragɔn
44. Stream kúra wùté
káni
cf. Hasha i-kurinyi
45. Lake, pond àrìgɔ̃
46. Forest (ù)kúra polysemy between words for ‘forest’ and
‘river’ is common in this region
47. Hill, mountain (u)gɔ̃ cf. Hasha i-gon, Toro a-koŋgoro,
48. Bush layáni
49. Farm kahá cf. Hasha a-hay, Berom hey,
50. Field tèlè
51. Market* kúyî
52. Compound kàɥi cf. Hasha afe, Toro afyá, Təsu n-gbáɥya
53. Room kàɥínì
54. Wall (of room) kúrcìnì






59. Path kùtì ténkani ‘road small’
60. Village/settlement ìkpò ásini
Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page




64. Person/people àréfin pl. bàmuʃi
also ɲíɲína cf. Hasha ‘husband’ arE mafe, Eggon M
à-ré
65. Man àróro cf. Hasha aruróŋ
66. Woman àhìn cf. Hasha à-hyín
67. Child kekàr
68. Husband bà kàɥi
69. Wife àhìn àzɔ̀zè
70. Widow àhìn kakwî
71. Young man lə́ló
72. Young girl àbwá ɥwìn pl. áɥwǐn bàmuʃi
73. Old person kàkyunbá
74. Father adídá
75. Mother aya














84. Thief àtítɔ̀ cf. Hasha ì-tyòk,
85. Doctor yínítsa
86. Witch wunikutsú
87. Corpse kwîmu A widespread East Benue-Congo root. cf.
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92. Masquerade I àjàkàwe Very frightening masquerade that comes
only once every five years for initiation
ceremonies. cf. Hasha ajakawar, Ron
masquerade Njakawa
93. Masquerade II àkwǎʃɛ̀ gɔ protects the farms
94. Masquerade III gbàʃǎ runs after children for amusement
95. Masquerade IV àgběgbè comes out in the night to frighten
women
96. Shame àtaʃur rìɥwèn
97. Fear/fright àtaʃur rìʃèn
98. Bravery/courage àwe vívín
àríɥìn
99. Laughter kuya cf. Hasha íyàk
100. Wisdom àwe niki cú
101. Anger àtihwrê
102. Race/running tàsù cf. Hasha ʃiʃû
103. Suffering àtiye
104. Death kwi cf. Hasha kwe
105. Name tánásè
106. Grave kùmgbɛ̀









116. Wing ku cf. Hasha ákwen,
117. Beak kàɥìn
118. Nest kàɥí wúʃə̀n
119. Feather kàncwèr also ‘hair’
120. Gum/glue kèntà
121. Ant-hill ìtìtà
122. Hole in ground ùwrɛ̀
123. Hole in tree bàlɛmbɔ̀
124. Smell àhǎrkínù
125. Poison bàtár kuhwla
126. Load zín
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ʃ ìn cf. Hasha i-ʃir,
134. Money kìhlɔ́n
135. Shadow yibà
136. Thing hwyèn cf. Hasha i-hwen,
137. Strength àtigisîn
138. Land/country ví












149. Eye kevwyî cf. Hasha i-yi, Eggon èyí, Irigwe rìyí, Yala
èyì, Arum ìyù. Also in Chadic: cf.





152. Forehead gbo cf. Təsu gbomó
153. Nose (ku)mbwǐya
154. Ear (ku)tûn cf. Hasha i-tu, Horom tòŋ, Fyem hutóŋ,
Bo utó, Ningye tɔŋ, also throughout
Tarokoid, but a PVC root #tuN-.
155. Mouth kànyìn cf. Hasha a-nye, Tesu enyi, Eggon anyu,
156. Tooth nyínâ cf. Hasha i-nyinaŋ
Continued on next page
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157. Tongue lɛmɛ cf. Hasha i-rim, Bo de-rem, cLela
d-rémé, Tarok aɓölöm+ ultimately PNC
#-lima
158. Throat, neck kɔ̀r cf. Hasha i-kɔr,
159. Chin antâ
160. Shoulder kuŋgbá Second elicitation gave bǎmgbawhich is
probably the former plural
161. Fist Elicitation produced a long phrase, kuʃà
tùmir àrì ɥwîn, but this is probably not
basic vocabulary.
162. Arm, hand kùwɔ cf. Hashawɔk, Tarok awó, Atenwɔ̀, Cara
vɔ, Berom vwɔ́, all weakenings of the
widespread #bok- forms.
163. Leg/foot kùmplɛ̀





167. Female breast vɛ̀ cf. Hasha aven,
168. Stomach kìnɛ̀ cf. Hasha iɲi, Ninzo ìnè, Kamanton ɲii,
Kenyi ɲeŋ, and scattered forms in
Plateau. Also in Chadic: Sya ànyi
169. Chest wùcən
170. Navel kàhu First elicitation gave kɛcɛb́ɛ́ <Hausa ?
171. Back wùʃín cf. Hasha i-sun,





176. Skin kikyówa Second elicitation gave gàɥá
177. Bone kekú cf. Hasha kuku, Bo ukúp, Pe ukup, Tarok
akúp, and Yaŋkam kup, and PB #-kubi
178. Rib bùkyɛ́
179. Vein aʧíbî cf. Hasha i-ʃif, Tarok ìcìp, Ganang a-tsip,





185. Urine hùhwri cf. Alumu əfiru
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192. Meat èwa ? cf. Hasha i-vwe, Tesuwi, Yangkam vi,
widespread in Jukunoid aswi, suggesting
a regional root #-vwi. See BCCW,1 where
this is treated as a weakening of #-bi.
193. Animal (Bush) íwi Underlyingly the same root as ‘meat’ (cf.
cognates above)
194. Cow làndǔn This root is widespread in both Plateau
and adjacent Chadic languages, more
usually as randoŋ.
195. Bull làndun gɔn
196. Calf làndun ten
197. Goat íwi same as general for ‘animal’
198. He-goat íwí wùlɔ́lɔ
199. Castrated goat ìwì lɔ́lɔ́ ta
bacwe
200. Sheep ntùmà cf. Hasha ìtùmù. Roots of the form
#tVmV are common in both
Benue-Congo and Chadic. cf. Ron tamo,
Hausa tumaki.
201. Castrated sheep ntùràn cf. ‘scrotum’









211. Genet cat4 kárkábu
212. Jackal5 kàhyûr
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213. Wart-hog6 dùgùʃù
214. Bush-pig7 ìfrà











222. Squirrel (tree) títɔ
223. Rat (generic) ʧwi cf. Hasha ì-kwí
224. Bush-rat I àzen lives in swamps
225. Bush-rat II àncɔr striped mouse
226. Bush-rat III bàtúkwyi Hausa yan yawa
227. Bush-rat IV ìkwyî Mada rici
228. Giant rat13 kàhùn cf. Hasha a-hurúp
229. Grasscutter14 ìʃíni
230. Hedgehog15 ʤìntɔr
231. Hare16 ŋwɔn cf. Hasha a-ŋɔ̀m
232. Fruit-bat nàŋgar cf. Hasha à-gal, Təsu əŋga
233. Nile crocodile wǎ tòbárì
234. Chameleon kándì








hwèhwà Second elicitation gave ʃ ìʃwàr. cf. Hasha
ì-sùswàn
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240. Python àni
241. Crab ìkán
242. Fish (generic) biblê Second elicitation gave vǔblɛ̀which is
probably an old singular
243. Nile Perch17 mǎnfrì
244. Electric ﬁsh18 kumpkpa
245. Bird (generic) àwɛʃ́ɛ̀ Second elicitation gavewɔ̌ʃìn. cf. Hasha
a-ʃiʃwer
246. Chicken wǔnù cf. Hasha a-nun, but this is a widespread





vɛk̀ə̀mɛ̀ kúlu Related to Hausa angulu and similar













256. Bush-fowl kàhuhwi cf. Hasha huhɔr ‘quail’
257. Swallow kàlámgbà






264. Mason wasp26 mgbə́mgbyɛ̌
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268. Ant (Generic) bàtúnú





274. Praying mantis sěŋàn
275. Giant Cricket kàntsutsu
276. Earthworm tǐtàr












287. Peelings bàkyese kúri
288. Rag kpúkpɔ nkwí
289. Floor-beater ʃùʃùki
290. Handle (of tool) klɔ̀




295. Hoe large kùfan gɔ́n
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305. Mortar (wood) kùtù
306. Pestle kìkàr kùtù
307. Pot (generic) mpwě
308. Pot I mpwě gɔn large pot
309. Pot II kikar mpwě soup pot
310. Pot III kèɥa jar for local beer








315. Mat (generic) kùbúsú kilà
316. Mat I gúʃì mat made of palm fronds
317. Needle kùkyùwúnu local needle made of a feather
318. Spear kìnkwar
319. Bow kùta Niger-Congo root #-ta. Also Daffo dà̃à̃r
320. Arrow ìhyi
321. Quiver kìkru wooden quiver kɔrì
322. Rope rusù cf. Hasha i-ruʃ
323. Stool kútù
324. Wooden door kɔrkútî
325. Fence kruʃèn cf. Hasha ʃi-ʃin
326. Bridge bátɛnɛ takúti
327. Ladder àglâ
328. Bee-hive àkwâ
329. Fish-trap kàgise cf. ‘beer-sieve’
330. One nyínyína cf. Hasha nyinaŋ
331. Two bèkàfà Second elicitation gave kàtú.
332. Three békátar Second elicitation gave kàtar.
333. Four bèkànè Second elicitation gave kànɛ̀.
334. Five kàtûn cf. Arum atúŋgù
335. Six dɔ̀gɔ̀hɔ̀ Second elicitation gave kùhɔ̀.
336. Seven kɔrɔŋkɛŕa Second elicitation gave kúrkə́nra.
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337. Eight itɔ́r Second elicitation gave tandàr.
However, this is Ninzo, so the first form
is to be preferred
338. Nine toro Second elicitation gave kàtɔ́rɔ́.
339. Ten ʤɔ̀wo
340. Eleven ʤɔ̀wo a
nyínyína
341. Twelve ʤɔ̀wo katú
342. Twenty sɔ́ kàɥân The sɔ́ element is cognate with an
archaic Plateau root for ‘twelve’ which
has shifted to ‘ten’ in systems which have
adopted the decimal system. This
presumably meant 2 x 10, although ‘two’
is no longer the same word.
343. Twenty-four sɔ́ ɥan kànɛ̀
344. Forty sɔ́ kànɛ̀




















362. Ask a question ríyu cf. Hasha rifi, Surubu rivi, Nindem irib,




kúʃi cf. Hasha kuse
364. Awaken (s.o.) wurâ
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365. Bark (dog) gbese cf. Hasha gbus
366. Be bent wè
367. Be heavy loksu
368. Be rotten wɛ̀
369. Beat (drum) bàmɛr
370. Beat (s.o.) míyo





















382. Catch turmí cf. Hasha tur




387. Come bɛ cf. Hasha bɛ̂






392. Cut in two ɥá
393. Cut off (head
etc.)
témé
394. Die kwìkwi cf. Hasha kwe
395. Dig (earth etc.) hwɛ̀
396. Divide/share ywɛǹdî
397. Do/make túran
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398. Drag mgbin
399. Draw water gbrè
400. Dream lesè cf. Hasha rísiŋ
401. Drink wa cf. Hashawú
402. Drop vùtâ
403. Dry in sun kpacì
404. Eat yi cf. Hasha yí
405. Enter rí
406. Extinguish rima cf. Berom rīmō, Izere rimiŋ, and
common Niger-Congo
407. Fall (rain) tùbɛ́
408. Fall over húhwà cf. Hasha hú
409. Fear tuhwî
410. Feel (cold etc.) yína
411. Fight (in war) bàna
412. Fill tàr





416. Fly (birds) wu
417. Fold (cloth etc.) babe
418. Follow kɔ̌ryo
419. Forget téhar cf. Hasha teher
420. Fry (in oil) hwla
421. Gather/collect ʃuʃu
422. Get sɛ cf. Hasha tsɛ̀
423. Give nàwà cf. Hasha nago
424. Give birth màr cf. Hashamàr, Tarokmar
425. Go cì
426. Go out/exit hwrâ
427. Grind hɔ̂ cf. Hasha hwɔk
428. Grow (plants) tigo cf. Hasha tɛgɔŋ
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436. Lie down ʃìrà
437. Listen sɛt̂u
438. Lose s.t. kpɛd́ɔ





444. Plait (hair) kùʃa





448. Pour (liquid) sene
449. Pull mgbìmgbì
450. Put on (clothes) wúlì
451. Receive sɛ̀ cf. Hasha ser








458. Roast on coals wùʃì cf. Hashawúʃì
459. Rub kpàtù
460. Run tàsù cf. Hasha ʃùʃò




465. Sell lɛ̀ cf. Hasha rɛ́p, Fyem rép, Bu rɛ, Cara rɛp,
Ningye rɛp but widespread in
Benue-Congo and reconstructed as
#-rɛ́p- in Blench (n.d.). Discussed in
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tár cf. Hasha tar
471. Sing kpandì
472. Sit down ritò
473. Slaughter
(animal)




477. Snap in two kpàgà
478. Sow (seeds) ʃwà
479. Spit bàʤo
480. Split ŋaʃi
481. Stand wrána cf. Hashawànàk










490. Tear (cloth etc.) ŋlâ
491. Tell ɥà














504. Weep kwyì cf. Hasha kwiŋ
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508. I mími cf. Hashami
509. You núnu cf. Hasha nu
510. He/she/it atən
511. we nàmláni
512. you pl. híhin






Edible and Useful Plants
No. Gloss Singular Commentar൰ & Comparisons
519. Guinea-yam27 àŋgún
520. Aerial yam28 ìntɔ́ cf. Hasha ì-tum,
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529. Fonio (H.
acca)36






532. Rice*39 as Hausa
533. Cowpea40 zɛǵo cf. Hasha i-z(w)eŋ
534. Spiral cowpea mbumbwâ
535. Bean I gbùzɛ small
536. Bean II gàcí smells when being boiled
537. Bambara
groundnut41
ɥì cf. Tarok afi, Hasha ifi
also groundnut
(Peanut)42
ɥì Probably these two groundnuts were
distinguished through the use of a
qualifying adjective.
538. Garden egg43 hwlɛ






543. Sesame seeds48 bùkwə̀n



















46(H. yakuwa) (Hibiscus sabdariffa)
47(H. rama) (Hibiscus cannabinus)
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548. Bamboo mbɛ̀
549. Pawpaw52 gàmbúsú cf. Hasha akambus, although both





551. Gourd-bottle53 gɛndú local cup
552. Cotton ɽuɽú
553. Tobacco àtába
554. Oil-palm54 kùwur kurì Second elicitation gavewûnkúri. cf.
Hasha atakuriŋ
555. Palm-fruit kùcwi kúri
556. Palm-oil sə̌sèn
557. Palm kernel ntsú
558. Palm kernel oil bànɛ̀ hwíhwin
559. Fan-palm55 ìʃən




562. Shea tree58 kùzà
563. Shea-fruit wǔnmòmò
564. Locust tree59 ùwrɛ̀






















60(Calotropis procera; In Hausa: tumfaﬁya)
61(In Hausa: baushe)
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Musical Instruments
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571. large drum kùblɛ̀
572. small drum kàrbin
573. shoulder drum kìŋgà
574. ﬂute ʃwɛr̀ɛ̀ also the verb ‘to blow’
575. zither tìntí
576. iron gong àʃǎ
577. gourd-rattle ʧiʧǎ
578. ankle rattles ʃin
Additional Words
hwlà head pan used for carrying crops
kàkpa head pan for carrying yams only
kàklánzɛ broken piece of pot used for chicken to drink water = Hausa kasko





kúhwrɛ̂ game of stones, similar to draughts = Hausa dara
kàdo game of hiding rope on the ground
tər̀ʃin game of beans
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